Head table is 4ft – all others are 8ft

NEED SKIRTING ON ALL TABLES

NEED COAT RACK
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Head table is 4ft - all others are 8ft

10’

Ron Hanniter
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8/11/04
We are CLA event.
- Departs of CLA will have displays
- 27+ tables
- 8 x 8 stage
- 8 bistro
- Expected 200 people total over 2 hours
- Flow event
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UA Board of Regents “Meet & Greet”
June 1, 2017 4:30pm – 6:00pm
Globe Room – 215 Elvey Building

*Need Fire Marshall Approval.
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Check-In Inside

O = bistro tables

{name}

[Diagram of a building layout with rooms labeled for check-in and other facilities]
4" between aisles
4" between chairs

Before...
Make sure system is on correct setting
Smart cart w/ DI Box hooked to sound.
Test sound of DI and mics.
Each mic should have enough slack to be moved
at least 4" in any direction.
Once tested and complete tape cords
or put cover over cords.

(60)

(160)
EVENT # 12741
LIVE STREAM OF U.S. CHAIRMANSHIP HANDOVER
MAY 11, 2017
1:30 PM - 4:30 PM

FIRE PREVENTION OFFICE
UNIVERSITY FIRE DEPARTMENT
APPROVED
MAX OCC LOAD 327 PPL
*MUST MAINTAIN EXIT ISLES
*NEED 18 INCHES BETWEEN BACKS OF CHAIRS ALL AROUND

20x20 Dance Floor
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Clean coat room out.
Dog down all main doors.
All tables without chairs skirted.
- 10 Easels
- DVI Hookup to hook computer to sound system.

1200
- BR C10/EF
- #175
- Main Screen
- #128
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10/31/13
WC Ballroom